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**Verena Sukowski**¹ and **M. Ángeles Fernández-Ibáñez**¹,*

Catalyst-controlled site selectivity in C–H functionalization reactions is a long-standing challenge. In this issue of *Chem*, Larrosa and co-workers employ a cyclometalated ruthenium catalyst (RuBnN) to reverse the conventional meta-selectivity to the unprecedented ortho-selectivity in the C(sp²)–H alkylation of arenes with secondary alkyl halides.

Controlling selectivity is a key issue for the development of efficient transformations in organic synthesis. In the field of metal-catalyzed C–H activation, this is a major challenge given that C–H bonds are ubiquitous in organic molecules. To this end, in the last decades, the control of site selectivity in C–H functionalization reactions has been accomplished mainly with the use of directing groups (DGs). For the functionalization of arenes, the DG enables the formation of the ortho-cyclometalated complex, therefore providing the ortho-functionalized products.¹ An exception to this general trend is the chemistry related to ruthenium (Ru)-catalyzed C–H alkylation reactions with secondary and tertiary alkyl halides. In this case, the cyclometalation occurs at the ortho-position, and depending on the nature of the alkyl halide, ortho- or meta-alkylated products are obtained. Generally, the ortho-cyclometalated Ru complex undergoes oxidative addition of aryl or primary alkyl halides to provide ortho-alkylated products, whereas the oxidative addition of secondary or tertiary alkyl halides is more challenging and does not take place under standard reaction conditions. Instead, an alkyl radical that preferentially adds para to a Ru(III)–C bond is formed, providing meta-alkylated products (Figure 1A, top).²

In this issue of *Chem*, Larrosa and co-workers report the use of a cyclometalated Ru catalyst to switch the conventional meta-selectivity with secondary alkyl halides to the unprecedented ortho-selectivity (Figure 1A, bottom).³ In 2018, the same authors initiated the design and development of the new cyclometalated RuBnN catalyst I (Figure 1B) with the discovery that the postulated mechanism of Ru-catalyzed ortho-C–H arylation of N(sp³)–chelating substrates with aryl halides had been incorrect for over two decades.⁴ In the commonly accepted mechanism, the oxidative addition of
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the aryl halide was taking place after the formation of the ortho-Ru-cyclometalated complex, and then reductive elimination provided the ortho-arylated product. However, the authors’ studies revealed that after the formation of the ortho-Ru-cyclometalated complex and before the oxidative addition of the aryl halide, another substrate undergoes C–H activation onto the same Ru catalyst (Figure 1C, left), leading to a catalyst with two covalently attached aryl groups on the Ru center and making a highly electronically rich Ru complex that is more prone to undergoing oxidative addition. On the basis of this knowledge, Larrosa and co-workers designed a new class of cyclometalated Ru catalysts, I (Figure 1B), that allows C–H arylation reactions under mild reaction conditions with high efficiency and excellent functional-group tolerance, as demonstrated by its application in the late-stage arylation of a wide variety of pharmaceuticals.

In addition to this work, in 2018 Larrosa and co-workers unveiled the mechanism of Ru(II)-catalyzed arylation of non-directed fluoroarenes, a methodology that was published for the first time in 2016. The key to the success of this reaction was the presence of a benzoate salt. Similar to previous work, studies revealed that the aryl-Ru(II) species coming from initial C–H activation of the fluoroarene undergoes a second C–H activation of benzoic acid, which is necessary to provide an electronically rich benzoate-cyclometalated Ru catalyst, which then undergoes oxidative addition with aryl halides (Figure 1C, right). Furthermore, both studies showed that the para-cymene ligand of the frequently used di-chloro(p-cymene)Ru(II) dimer II (Figure 1B) needs to dissociate to form the active bis-arylated Ru catalyst. With all this knowledge, the authors envisioned the work presented in this issue of Chem on the Ru-catalyzed ortho-C–H alkylation of arenes with secondary alkyl halides.

Typically, Ru-catalyzed C–H alkylation with alkyl and benzyl halides provides ortho-functionalized products, whereas reaction with secondary alkyl halides exclusively furnishes meta-alkylated products. The explanation for the observed switch of site selectivity lies in the different behavior between primary and secondary alkyl halides toward the oxidative addition step. The oxidative addition of secondary alkyl halides...
halides is more challenging than the oxidative addition of primary alkyl halides for both electronic and steric reasons. As a consequence, the majority of the reported C(sp\(^3\))-H alkylation reactions with different transition metals use primary alkyl halides, and those using secondary alkyl halides require harsh reaction conditions and are generally not broadly applicable.\(^7\) The harsh reaction conditions and are using secondary alkyl halides require primary alkyl halides, and those us-ac- tions with different transition metals addition with secondary alkyl halides.\(^7\) The activity is a consequence of the inability of the Ru catalyst to undergo oxidation addition with secondary alkyl halides.\(^7\) Ingeniously, the authors anticipated, on the basis of the previous knowledge gained on the mechanism of Ru-cata- lyzed ortho-C–H arylation reactions, that the use of a cyclometalated Ru complex can enable the oxidative addition of secondary alkyl halides, affording the desired ortho-alkylated products. Indeed, stoichiometric experiments using the cyclometalated Ru complex Ru(αMe-ppy) showed exclusively the formation of the ortho-product and no meta-alkylated product, reinforcing their hypothesis that cyclometalated Ru complexes are more prone to undergoing oxidative addition.

Conveniently, C–H alkylation using secondary alkyl bromides and the Ru-cyclometalated complex I takes place at low temperature (50°C) and shows excellent functional-group tolerance. First, the methodology has been developed with pyridine as the DG, showing a broad substrate scope with arenes bearing both electron-rich and electron-poor substituents at different positions. Furthermore, the methodology has been applied in late-stage diversification of a variety of relevant medicinal chemistry compounds. Next to the pyridine DG, ketones have been used as DGs in the form of ketimes, and even though the substrate scope is limited to electron-rich arenes, this DG approach is valuable because ketimines can be transformed into amines, ketones, alcohols, and carboxylic acids, as Ackermann and co-workers showed in 2017.\(^8\) For now, the range of DGs is limited, but the reported methodology provides a starting point for further research in this area to expand the methodology to other arenes with or without DGs. Furthermore, the oxidative addition step has been investigated and revealed an S_N2-type mechanism, which offers additional space to enhance the value of the methodology because of the possibility to perform enantiose- lective reactions.

The methodology presented by the Larrosa group is an excellent example of the importance of understanding the reaction mechanism and how this understanding can lead to the design of more active catalysts. Moreover, in this specific case, the designed new catalyst is capable of switching the site selectivity by altering the mechanism of the reaction, bringing researchers closer to fulfilling the dream of controlling site selectivity in C–H functionalization reactions.